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Director Samir Nasr’s feature film SHARAF
competes at the first edition of the Red
Sea International Film Festival that will be

held from December 6 to 15, 2021 in KSA. The
film will be part of the Red Sea Competition for
feature films, competing for the Golden Yusr
Award, as well as other awards for directing,
screenwriting and acting.

SHARAF’s Pan-Arab cast includes seven Arab
nationalities, Tunisia, Algeria, Egypt, Palestine,
Lebanon, Syria and Libya. In this film, Samir
Nasr presents the microcosm of a prison which
mirrors the complex situation of Arab societies
living under dictatorship and poverty, through a
class system that distinguishes between the
wealthy “Royal prisoners” and the poor
“Governmental prisoners”.

Commenting on the project, director Samir
Nasr said, “Through my friendship with writer
Sonallah Ibrahim, we took the time to develop
the screenplay for SHARAF together for several
years and we teamed his sense for details and
his vast knowledge of the life inside the prison
with my ideas of condensing this huge novel into
an appealing and powerful filmic structure.”

Producer Silvana Santamaria comments:
“Samir Nasr has created a beautiful and impor-

tant piece of Arab Cinema and we are proud to
present with our film new Arab talents to the
world, who have proven their skills alongside
well-known professionals from the region - in
front and behind the camera.” Co-producer
Adolf El-Assal also comments, “I am very happy
and proud to be part of SHARAF’s journey and
how Samir Nasr was able to direct such an
incredible and sensitive film.”

Shot in Tunisia in co-production with the pro-
duction company Zone Art Films, owned by Bilal
Athimni, SHARAF stars Ahmed Al-Munirawi, Fadi
Abi Samra, Khaled Houissa, Ridha Boukadida and
Tawfik Bahri. The film is based on Sonallah
Ibrahim’s novel of the same title, the screenplay is
written by Samir Nasr and Sonallah Ibrahim.

The film is produced by Soilfilms Media
(Germany) and co-produced by ARTE, ZDF,
Zone Art Films (Tunisia), Teamwerk.Die
Filmproduktion (Germany), Les contes
Modernes (France), Wady films (Luxembourg),
and Neue Mediopolis (Germany), in addition to
the MFG Film Fund Baden-Wurttemberg,
Francophonie Film Fund and Sanad film fund.
SHARAF was presented during the Venice Film
Festival in 2019 as part of the Gap Financing
Market of the Venice Production Bridge.

The first edition of the Red Sea International
Film Festival will be held in Jeddah, the city
which is classified as a world heritage according
to UNESCO. The festival will screen a number of
the most important and latest Arab and interna-
tional cinema productions, including prominent
titles as Jon Wright’s Cyrano and Maggie
Gyllenhaal’s The Lost Daughter.

In addition to classic selections from salient
directors, the festival includes other programs to
introduce the audience to new voices from the
region and abroad. The festival is a platform for
Arab filmmakers and those working in the film
industry from all over the world by building
bridges of communication, organizing a compe-
tition for feature films and another for short
films, as well as hosting a range of activities,
seminars, and workshops.

Film SHARAF competes at the Red 

Sea International Film Festival

Kuwait National
Cinema Company
(KNCC) has

enhanced its reputation as
a progressive leader in the
region’s entertainment
industry with the official
opening of Cinescape in
Assima Mall. Kuwait’s
newest retail and lifestyle
destination mall features a
state-of-the-art 13-screen
cinema with more than
1,300 seats across two
floors offering upscale audi-
toriums and two world exclusive cinematic
experiences. 

Underlining the brand’s mission to provide
consumers with an unrivalled movie-going
experience following the success of Cinescape
360, Cinescape Al-Assima Mall features a 290-
premium seat Dolby Cinema. Powered by Dolby
Vision technology, this cinema experience deliv-
ers high dynamic range with enhanced color
technology and a superior contrast ratio, result-
ing in a dramatically different viewing experi-
ence that presents strikingly vivid and realistic
images, making viewers feel like they are inside
the movie’s world.

In addition, Cinescape introduces for the first
time in the Middle East 4DX Screen where both
4DX and Screen X meet in one auditorium. The
new venue has an 84-seat 4DX theatre, featur-
ing the world’s first multi-projection system that
provides a 270-degree panoramic film viewing
experience within a theatre setting, expanding
the reach of the 4DX experience to four screens
in Kuwait. Complementing the renowned expe-
riences, the new cinema’s mezzanine floor is
dedicated to four VIP screens offering a total of
185 seats, a VIP lounge and balcony overlooking
Assima Mall. One of the VIP screens has its own
exclusive lobby area and stage for events, allow-
ing for private or large-scale corporate events
to take place in such an auditorium.

Furthermore, the Barco laser projection,
incorporated in the venue’s seven standard
screens is environmentally friendly with indus-
try-leading efficiency and flawless imagery,
complemented by Dolby 7.1 surround sound to
deliver the most advanced cinema experience in
Kuwait. Celebrating the opening, Naser B Al-
Rowdan, KNCC CEO, said: “Our newest venue
in Al-Assima Mall reinforces our commitment to
provide our customers with the very best cinema
entertainment. We pride ourselves in listening to
our audiences and this new offering caters to all
preferences of cinema goers in Kuwait.” 

“Going to the cinema is a hugely popular

past-time. Cinescape has been at the heart of that
for almost 70 years and our offering is a natural
evolution of the brand, taking the cinematic
experience to the next level,” added Al-Rowdan.

Designed to enhance streamline the cus-
tomer journey Cinescape, Assima Mall includes
in-seat call buttons and in-seat ordering via a

butler in the VIP screens. The concession kiosk
incorporates a special pick-up area for pre-
ordered F&B and the latest equipment to uplift
speed of service. Cinescape Al-Assima Mall ele-
vates the sector offering within Kuwait City and
takes Cinescape’s offering in Kuwait to 69
screens across 10 locations.

Cinescape launches latest high 
technology cinema in new Assima Mall

Naser B Al-Rowdan,
KNCC CEOThis picture shows the GES-2 contemporary arts center on the banks of the Moskva River in

Moscow. —AFP photos

Facing systemic exploitation and discrimina-
tion, India’s lowest castes have barely been
acknowledged on the big screen. Now inde-

pendent, mostly non-Hindi language filmmakers
are challenging attitudes with powerful stories of
injustice to give them a voice. Many of the direc-
tors are from the Tamil film industry “Kollywood”-
nicknamed after Chennai’s Kodambakkam district
where many studios are based-with some from
the oppressed communities at the bottom of the
country’s rigid caste system. In a vast nation of 22
official tongues, Kollywood and other minority-
language producers are often overshadowed by
the glitzy, Hindi Bollywood.

But Tamil legal drama “Jai Bhim”, released on
Amazon’s streaming platform instead of cinemas,
has attracted rave reviews and currently stands as
the highest-rated film by all voters globally on
movie database IMDb, with a score of 9.5. Based
on the true story of a lawyer battling for justice for
a tribal woman whose husband was accused of
theft and tortured and killed in police custody, “Jai
Bhim” has been praised for its unflinching portray-
al of judicial violence. It has also been hailed as the
latest movie to defy film stereotypes of lower
castes as voiceless victims by dignifying their lives
and portraying them as people with agency.

“The reason these injustices happen to people
who are vulnerable is because we don’t raise our

voices,” said director TJ Gnanavel, 42. “We want-
ed it to be that voice. I wanted to say that the
silence of the society is more brutal than police
brutality,” he told AFP. K Chandru, the lawyer
who inspired the role played by Tamil superstar
Suriya, went on to become a judge and says

young Indians tell him they were ignorant of such
tribal groups and the abuse they face.
“Everybody wants to know what we can do for
them... That’s the greatest victory of this film,” said
the now-retired 70-year-old.

Tamil Nadu state’s Chief Minister MK Stalin

said the movie made his heart heavy and
announced measures to support tribespeople
with access to welfare, drinking water and elec-
tricity. But after an association representing the
Vanniyar caste complained the film portrayed
them in a bad light, a local politician offered
100,000 rupees ($1,300) to anyone who physi-
cally attacked Suriya. Armed police were
deployed to protect the star’s home, amid an out-
pouring of support for him on social media. The
success of “Jai Bhim” highlights the rise of such
films in Kollywood. “Koozhangal”, a Tamil film
internationally known as “Pebbles” about an alco-
holic father and his son, tackles issues of poverty
and patriarchy. It has been selected as India’s
entry for best international feature at next year’s
Oscars.

India has about 200 million Dalits-once known
as the “untouchables” and the lowest group in the
caste system-and more than 100 million also mar-
ginalized tribespeople. But their life stories are
rarely told and India’s prolific film industry gener-
ally favors bankable action-packed song-and-
dance extravaganzas. When lower castes are
depicted in Bollywood, they fall into familiar roles
of oppressed characters in need of upper-caste
saviors, said filmmaker Neeraj Ghaywan, whose
directorial debut “Masaan” won two awards at the
2015 Cannes film festival. —AFP

Victims to heroes: India’s lower castes take cinematic center stage

Across from the Kremlin, the centu-
ry-old plant that used to supply
the seat of Russian power with

electricity has been transformed by a bil-
lionaire gas tycoon into a temple of con-
temporary art. Set to open Saturday, the
GES-2 venue on the banks of the
Moskva River winding through the
Russian capital was designed by leading
Italian architect Renzo Piano and prom-
ises to house the biggest international
names and Russian stars.

Beyond pleasing art lovers, the venue
also aims to brush up Russia’s image,
observers say. The opening comes at the
end of a year that saw President Vladimir
Putin’s government wage an increasingly
repressive campaign against the opposi-
tion, starting with the jailing of his best-
known domestic critic, Alexei Navalny.
Authorities have also targeted independ-
ent media and rights organisations and
cracked down on social media networks,
squeezing the space for criticism and
bringing a chill on free expression.

As Russia hurtles down parallel paths
of autocratic rule and modernisation, the
GES-2 opening highlights these contra-
dictions. “Putin and his administration
have this dream that they can freeze poli-
tics while still having business or art
develop,” said art collector and govern-
ment critic Marat Gelman. “It looks like
schizophrenia.”

‘Soft power’ 
GES-2 is financed by one of Russia’s

wealthiest people, Leonid Mikhelson, the
founder and chief of Novatek, Russia’s
largest private gas group. With towering
electric blue chimneys, the sprawling
complex features solar panels on its roof
and a birch grove, and will house gal-
leries, cafes and art residencies.
“Everything was done fantastically,” said
Gelman. In addition to the architect, the
project has two other Italians on board:
Teresa Mavica, who oversees Mikhelson’s
VAC foundation which umbrellas GES-2,
and artistic director Francesco
Manacorda, formerly of Tate Liverpool.

The cost of the centre has not been
disclosed but is estimated at hundreds of
millions of dollars. According to the 2021
Forbes ranking, Mikhelson’s fortune is
valued at $24.9 billion (22 billion euros).

“I told Leonid (Mikhelson) to buy the
nearby buildings to demolish them-and
he did. To make a good building you
need a good client,” Piano told reporters.

Nathalie Obadia, a gallery owner who
also teaches the politics of art at
Sciences Po university in Paris, said con-
temporary art allows “individuals and
countries to correct a negative image
abroad and at home”. “That’s the
strength of contemporary art’s soft pow-
er,” she explained, citing the examples of
China and Saudi Arabia. For the mega-
rich, contemporary art is also a way of
giving back to the community, she added,
as art is typically supported by little pub-
lic funding. Mikhelson is not the first bil-
lionaire to build Moscow an arts venue.
In 2008, billionaire Roman Abramovich
gifted the city the contemporary art
museum Garage.

‘Dangerous opening’ 
In recent years, Russia has made

waves in the art world mostly for the rad-
ical and political performances of artists
like the feminist group Pussy Riot or
Pyotr Pavlensky, who has sewn his lips
shut and nailed his testicles to Red
Square as gestures of protest. Their
notoriety has also been due in part to the
reaction of the Russian authorities, who
have fined and jailed the artists. While
GES-2 promises cutting-edge art, it also
vows to be accessible to all, especially
families. In a show of support, Putin him-
self came to visit the center this week
ahead of its official opening.

The centre will open with a show by
Icelandic artist Ragnar Kjartansson,
whose exhibit will recreate every
episode of the 1980s US soap opera
“Santa Barbara”, which was a hit in
Russia. The artist told AFP that in Russia
he has to work within “limits”. But that
“is-in a way-inspiring,” he said. “The
great Russian culture of the past has
been always created in this kind of situa-
tion.” Obadia pointed to the cross-cul-
tural communication possible via con-
temporary art as a potent force between
young Russians and visiting foreign
artists. “Thanks to art, there is an open-
ing that can be made,” Obadia said. “It is
an opening that can sometimes be dan-
gerous.” —AFP

In Moscow, a new arts centre
to brush up Russia’s image

Russian artist Olga Chernysheva (center)
talks to press during the opening of GES-2
contemporary arts centre on the banks of
the Moskva River in Moscow.

Visitors attend to the opening of GES-2 con-
temporary arts centre on the banks of the
Moskva River in Moscow.

This undated handout photo shows Tamil film star
Saravanan Sivakumar, also known as Suriya, dur-
ing a scene in the Tamil-language legal drama
‘Jai Bhim’, at the Gokulam Film Studios in
Chennai. —AFP 


